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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates generally to arti-
cles of footwear, and in particular to a method for creating
outsoles.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] Methods for constructing a tread assembly,
which is a set of tread elements fixed in place to a thin
and flexible matrix lining, such as those used for shoe
outsoles, have been previously disclosed.
[0003] Fram (U.S. patent number 6,032,388A) disclos-
es a method in which an inelastic sheet material is pro-
vided with a pattern of perforations through it, and a plu-
rality of tread elements are created. The sheet material
is placed in a molding machine with tread forming cavities
below the sheet material. Following this, tread material
is injected into tread forming cavities. The tread forming
material flows out of the tread forming cavities and
through the perforated sheet material into molding, cav-
ities that have been secured just under the sheet material.
The tread is injected through the perforations in such a
manner so that some of the resultant tread elements have
anchoring portions extending through the sheet material
from an opposite side of the material.
[0004] Hiraoka (U.S. patent number 6,562,271B2) dis-
closes a method in which a male and female mold are
engaged with each other in order to form a nonslip mem-
ber, composed of a base fabric and nonslip convexes.
The nonslip convex includes a peripheral edge that re-
inforces anchoring between the nonslip convex and the
base fabric. A plate-like material is inserted between the
male and female molds, and by engaging these molds a
large number of small pieces coincident to a shape of
through holes of the female mold are punched out from
a plate-like material. These small pieces are then bridged
and fixed to the base fabric to serve as the tread of the
nonslip member. This method of manufacturing tread el-
ements includes several steps.
[0005] There is currently a need for a method for mak-
ing a tread assembly that is more efficient, while at the
same time, allowing for a great deal of variation or flexi-
bility in terms of the composition of the material that will
eventually compose the tread assembly. In particular, a
method is needed that can reduce the number of steps
used in manufacturing a tread assembly, even complex
tread assemblies.
[0006] JP 6 113901 A discloses a method of making
an article of footwear, comprising the steps of: placing a
matrix lining between a molding base and a second side
of a central mold; placing a rubber block between a mold-
ing press and a first side of the central mold; compressing
the rubber block between the molding press and the first

side of the central mold so that the rubber block becomes
viscous and the resulting viscous rubber material flows
into at least one lug cavity disposed on the second side
of the central mold; wherein the lug cavity is disposed
proximate the matrix lining; and wherein the viscous rub-
ber material attaches to the matrix lining.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The present invention provides a method of
making a tread element for an article of footwear accord-
ing to claim 1, comprising the steps of: placing a first
rubber block and a second rubber block between a mold-
ing press and a second side of the central mold; com-
pressing the first rubber block and the second rubber
block between the molding press and the second side of
the central mold, so that the first rubber block and the
second rubber block liquefy; where first material associ-
ated with the first rubber block flows through a first injec-
tion cavity disposed in the central mold, the first injection
cavity being in fluid communication with a first lug cavity;
and where second material associated with the second
rubber block flows through a second injection cavity dis-
posed in the central mold, the second injection cavity
being in fluid communication with a second lug cavity;
and where the first lug cavity and the second lug cavity
are disposed proximate the matrix lining.
[0008] In another aspect, the first material has a differ-
ent color than the second material.
[0009] In another aspect, the first material and the sec-
ond material are compressed simultaneously by the
same molding press.
[0010] In another aspect, the first material and the sec-
ond material eventually form first and second tread ele-
ments, respectively, after the matrix lining is separated
from the central mold.
[0011] Other systems, methods, features and advan-
tages of the invention will be, or will become, apparent
to one of ordinary skill in the art upon examination of the
following figures and detailed description. It is intended
that all such additional systems, methods, features and
advantages be included within this description and this
summary, be within the scope of the invention, and be
protected by the following claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] The invention can be better understood with ref-
erence to the following drawings and description. The
components in the figures are not necessarily to scale,
emphasis instead being placed upon illustrating the prin-
ciples of the invention. Moreover, in the figures, like ref-
erence numerals designate corresponding parts
throughout the different views.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a molding system;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of the molding system
of FIG. 1 with a matrix lining attached;
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FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of the molding system
of FIG. 1 with the molding base compressed against
the central mold;
FIG. 4 shows the compression of the molding press
with the central mold;
FIG. 5 shows a tread assembly;
FIG. 6 shows a shoe with a tread assembly displayed
as an outsole;
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a molding system
used for carrying out the method of the present in-
vention;
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of the molding system
of FIG. 7 with a matrix lining attached;
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of the molding system
of FIG. 7 with the molding base compressed against
the central mold;
FIG. 10 shows the compression of the molding press
with the central mold;
FIG. 11 shows a tread assembly;
FIG. 12 shows a shoe with a tread assembly dis-
played as an outsole created by carrying out the
method of the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of a molding system;
FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of a portion of a cen-
tral mold;
FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of the molding sys-
tem of FIG. 13 with a matrix lining attached;
FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram of the molding sys-
tem of FIG. 13 with the molding base compressed
against the central mold;
FIG. 17 shows the compression of molding press of
FIG. 13 with the central mold;
FIG. 18 shows a part of a tread assembly;
FIG. 19 shows a schematic diagram of a molding
system with the central mold having been modified;
FIG. 20 is a schematic diagram of the molding sys-
tem of FIG. 19 with the molding base compressed
against the central mold;
FIG. 21 shows the compression of the molding press
of FIG. 19 with the central mold;
FIG. 22 shows a part of a tread assembly;
FIG. 23 shows several stacked layers of a tread el-
ement and the corresponding lug cavities used to
make the tread element; and
FIG. 24 shows a shoe with a tread assembly dis-
played as an outsole.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0013] A method for creating a tread assembly is dis-
closed. In particular, this tread assembly may be used
as an outsole for an article of footwear. The tread assem-
bly is made of a matrix lining that is joined to various tread
elements to provide lightweight grip and support. In some
embodiments, the matrix lining may be a synthetic fabric,
for example. In many cases, it will be important that the
matrix lining be thin, flexible, durable, and lightweight.

The tread elements may be convex in shape, but any
three dimensional shape is possible. This tread assembly
could be used in any type of footwear. This tread assem-
bly is certainly not limited to shoe outsoles, as it may be
used to form elements that provide extra grip in gloves
and other articles of apparel.
[0014] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a manufactur-
ing system 100 used to create a tread assembly. Molding
press 102 is disposed adjacent to central mold 104. Mold-
ing press 102 includes press extension 103. Press ex-
tension 103 includes a pressing surface 199 that extends
towards central mold 104. Press extension 103 is formed
by first extension wall 120 and second extension wall
122. Press extension 103 can also include other exten-
sion walls as well. Press extension 103 corresponds with
a central cavity 106 disposed in central mold 104. Central
cavity 106 is disposed on second side 190 of central mold
104. Central cavity 106 includes first central cavity wall
124 and second central cavity wall 126 along with central
cavity floor 128. Molding press 102 may move independ-
ently of central mold 104.
[0015] On a first side 191 of central mold 104, a molding
base 108 is disposed near central mold 104, forming gap
110. The distance between molding base 108 and central
mold 104 can be varied. In particular, both molding press
102 and molding base 108 can be moved closer to central
mold 104, in some cases molding press 102 and molding
base 108 can be moved to contact central mold 104. In
some examples, the items comprising manufacturing
system 100 can be made of a metallic material.
[0016] Central mold 104 includes first injection cavity
112 and second injection cavity 113. Also included in
central mold 104 are first lug cavity 114 and second lug
cavity 115. Preferably, first lug cavity 114 is in fluid com-
munication with first injection cavity 112 via first lower
orifice 130. This arrangement allows a liquid or viscous
substance to pass between first injection cavity 112 and
first lug cavity 114. Preferably, second lug cavity 115 is
in fluid communication with second injection cavity 113
via second lower orifice 132. This arrangement can be
similar to the arrangement of first injection cavity 112 and
first lug cavity 114. And using that arrangement, a liquid
or viscous substance can pass between second injection
cavity 113 and second lug cavity 115 through second
lower orifice 132.
[0017] The diameters of first lower orifice 130 and sec-
ond lower orifice 132 are constrained by two competing
factors. The first factor relates to the amount of flow be-
tween first injection cavity 112 and first lug cavity 114.
The larger the diameter, the better the flow. However, a
second factor must also be considered. In order to obtain
an aesthetically pleasing tread element, one that has a
minimal amount of excess material or obvious signs of
first lower orifice 130, the diameter should be kept as
small as possible. In some examples, first lower orifice
130 and second lower orifice 132 may comprise diame-
ters less than 3 mm. First lower orifice 130 and second
lower orifice 132 may comprise diameters between 0.5
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mm and 1.5 mm. In the exemple shown in FIGS.1 and
2, the diameter of first lower orifice 130 and second lower
orifice 132 is about 1.0 mm. Throughout the rest of this
specification, any orifice that provides fluid communica-
tion between an injection cavity and a lug cavity may be
sized according to these considerations and may have
diameters between 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm, with 1.0 mm
being an exemplary diameter.
[0018] In the example shown in FIG. 1, only two injec-
tion and lug cavities are shown, however in some exam-
ples many more injection and lug cavities may be includ-
ed. In particular, first injection cavity 112 and first lug
cavity 114 may be associated with a set of injection and
lug cavities that may extend in the direction perpendicular
to molding system 100 as seen in FIG. 1.
[0019] Regarding the second side 190 of central mold
104, first injection cavity 112 and second injection cavity
113 are in fluid communication with central cavity 106
via first upper orifice 136 and second upper orifice 138
respectively. Central mold 104 can also include first
molding recess 118 and second molding recess 121. On
the first side 191 of central mold 104, first lug cavity 114
and the second lug cavity 115 are exposed to gap 110
via first lug opening 197 and second lug opening 198. In
FIG. 1, first lug cavity 114 and second lug cavity 115 are
rectangular, however these cavities can assume any
shape including, but not limited to, typical shapes found
on the outsoles of articles of footwear. In addition, central
mold 104 is equipped with first lining recess 116, second
lining recess 117 and third lining recess 119.
[0020] Referring to FIG. 2, a step for making a tread
assembly is shown. First, a matrix lining 202 is placed
on molding base 108. This can be achieved by sliding
matrix lining 202 into place through gap 110, or by first
moving molding base 108 away from central mold 104
and then returning molding base 108 after matrix lining
202 has been added. It may be preferable to fix matrix
lining 202 in place to assure proper alignment with first
lug cavity 114 and second lug cavity 115. Further, matrix
lining 202 may be clamped down to molding base 108 or
held down with an adhesive. In a preferred example, ma-
trix lining 202 is placed on molding base 108 in a position
where matrix lining 202 is aligned with first lining recess
116, second lining recess 117, and third lining recess
119.
[0021] Matrix lining 202 represents any suitable mate-
rial. In some examples, matrix lining 202 may be com-
posed of any of the following materials, either singularly
or as a composition of two or more of the following ma-
terials: un-buffered textile, leather, synthetic material,
suede, or an open mesh. In general, matrix lining 202
may be composed of any type of material used in man-
ufacturing uppers. In a preferred example, matrix lining
202 is composed of a buffered textile. Throughout the
specification other matrix linings may also be composed
of these materials.
[0022] FIG. 3 shows another step, where the move-
ment of central mold 104 towards molding base 108 is

accomplished. During this movement, portions of matrix
lining 202 fill first lining recess 116, second lining recess
117, and third lining recess 119. In some embodiments,
portions of central mold 104 will be in contact with molding
base 108 after this movement step. Preferably, molding
base 108 will be positioned with respect to central mold
104 in such a way that matrix lining 202 is exposed to
first lug cavity 114 and second lug cavity 115.
[0023] At this point, a rubber forming block 302 is pref-
erably placed in central cavity 106. Rubber forming block
302 may rest on central cavity floor 128. This rubber form-
ing block 302 may be any type of solid material that can
enter first injection cavity 112 and second injection cavity
113 under the designed heat and pressure exerted by
manufacturing system 100.
[0024] Rubber forming block is generally composed of
the kinds of rubber that are normally used to form the
outsoles of shoes and other articles of footwear. In one
example, rubber forming block 302 is composed of Du-
ralon©, which is a blown rubber having a specific gravity
less than one. In other examples, other types of rubber
may be used, including rubber compositions with a spe-
cific gravity greater than one. In some examples, rubber
forming block 302 may be substituted with a block of any
material that can flow and cure. That is, the block used
to create tread elements need not be rubber. In general,
materials with very high expansion rates and very high
shrinkage rates are not suitable for this process. There-
fore, any material with low expansion rates and low
shrinkage rates, that can also flow and cure, are suitable.
Throughout the specification, other rubber forming
blocks that are disclosed may be composed of similar
suitable materials.
[0025] FIG. 4 shows the compression of molding press
102 with central mold 104. This compression, along with
a heating process, liquefies rubber forming block 302.
This liquid is then pressed through first injection cavity
112 and second injection cavity 113. Some of the liquid
entering first injection cavity 112 eventually enters first
lug cavity 114 via first lower orifice 130. Likewise, some
of the liquid entering second injection cavity 113 eventu-
ally enters second lug cavity 115 via second lower orifice
132. Simultaneously, excess liquid can be gathered in
first molding recess 118 and second molding recess 121.
In examples that include first spring 181 and second
spring 183, the springs will be depressed during this step
of compression.
[0026] In molding system 100, first lug cavity rim 402,
which preferably extends around the entire outer periph-
ery of first lug cavity 114, is preferably in contact with
matrix lining 202 under enough pressure so that no liq-
uefied rubber escapes the region enclosed by first lug
cavity rim 402. In a similar manner, second lug cavity rim
404, which preferably extends around the entire outer
periphery of second lug cavity 115, is preferably in con-
tact with matrix lining 202 under enough pressure so that
no liquefied rubber escapes the region enclosed by sec-
ond lug cavity rim 404.
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[0027] Preferably, manufacturing system 100 includes
provisions that provide a pressure relief or pressure im-
balance so that excess pressure does not cause manu-
facturing defects. Some examples include first molding
recess 118 and second molding recess 121. These re-
cesses can be used to collect excess molding material,
for example liquefied rubber if rubber is used. First and
second molding recesses 118 and 121 help to prevent
excess rubber from seeping between any of the lug cav-
ities and matrix lining 202.
[0028] In other examples, first molding recess 118 and
second molding recess 121 are replaced with springs. In
a preferred example, manufacturing system 100 may in-
clude a first molding spring 181 and a second molding
spring 183. First molding spring 181 may be disposed
outward of first molding recess 118 or first molding spring
181 may replace first molding recess 118. Second mold-
ing spring 183 may be disposed outward of second mold-
ing recess 121 or second molding spring 183 may replace
second molding recess 121. First molding spring 181 and
second molding spring 183 are each preferably attached
to central mold 104. These molding springs 181 and 183,
preferably engage molding press 102 when molding
press 102 is moved closer to central mold 104. These
springs 181 and 183 preferably act to create a pressure
imbalance that creates narrow gaps between molding
press 102 and central mold 104. This allows excess liquid
to escape through these narrow regions, as opposed to
seeping between the lug cavities and matrix lining 202.
Throughout this specification, molding recesses may be
replaced by a molding spring, thus providing the pressure
imbalance function described here.
[0029] Once the rubber material has cooled, central
mold 104 can be separated from molding base 108, yield-
ing tread assembly 502, seen in FIG. 5. This separation
can be performed by either lowering molding base 108
or raising central mold 104. What remains is tread as-
sembly 502, which includes matrix lining 202 adjoined
with first tread element 504 and second tread element
506. First tread element base 510 of first tread element
504 is no larger than the width of first lug cavity rim 402,
and second tread element base 512 of second tread el-
ement 506 is no larger than the width of second lug cavity
rim 404.
[0030] As some additional rubber material may be at-
tached from rubber material that has solidified in first in-
jection cavity 112 and second injection cavity 113, some
means of removing this excess material may be provided.
It is unlikely, however that such excess material will in-
terfere with the performance of tread assembly 502. In
this particular example, first tread element 504 and sec-
ond tread element 506 are rectangular in shape but any
shape can be made using first lug cavity 114 and second
lug cavity 115. Such shapes may include tetrahedrons,
cylinders, or rectangles. Irregular shapes may also be
used. Since the composition of rubber forming block 302
may be modified, the composition of first tread element
504 and second tread element 506 can likewise be mod-

ified. This is a useful attribute since some tread assem-
blies may require the use of more durable rubber, while
others may require the use of more flexible material.
[0031] The size of lug cavities is also unrestricted in
this method. Although first lug cavity 114 and second lug
cavity 115 are identical in size and shape, this need not
be true in other examples. Some examples may have lug
cavities in a variety of shapes and sizes and lug cavities
that are different from one another.
[0032] Tread assembly 502, as seen in FIG. 5, includes
only two tread elements. In other examples, tread as-
sembly 502 may comprise a matrix lining with multiple
tread elements. These tread elements could be simulta-
neously formed and joined to a matrix lining by modifica-
tion of central mold 104 to include multiple injection cav-
ities and lug cavities.
[0033] FIG. 6 shows a particular embodiment of an ar-
ticle of footwear 600. Here, tread assembly 502 has been
attached to article of footwear 600 to form a portion of
tread pattern 602 of article of footwear 600. Tread as-
sembly 502 includes tread elements 504 and 506. Tread
assembly 502 is joined to article of footwear 600 by matrix
lining 202. Tread elements 504 and 506 are seen to be
rectangular in this example. Tread pattern 602 of article
of footwear 600 can any design, including various shapes
and sizes of tread elements.
[0034] In another example, the tread assemblies can
be varied in a number of ways. In some examples, dif-
ferent colored rubber forming blocks can be used simul-
taneously to create multi-colored tread elements. In other
examples, several rubber blocks with different material
composition can be used simultaneously. The resulting
tread elements will likewise have varying colors and/or
compositions within the same tread assembly.
[0035] This may be useful in designing outsoles where
regions of tread that will be in contact with the ground
most often must be made of a more durable rubber com-
position, while other regions that receive less wear can
be designed with a more flexible rubber composition. Al-
so, with aesthetics of particular importance in designing
footwear, the ability to create a multi-colored tread in one
step allows for more decorative patterns without a de-
crease in the production efficiency.
[0036] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a possible em-
bodiment of a manufacturing system 700 used to create
a tread assembly according to the method of the present
invention. Molding press 702 is disposed adjacent to cen-
tral mold 704. Molding press 702 preferably includes
press extension 706. Press extension 706 includes a first
pressing surface 708 and a second pressing surface 710
that extend towards central mold 704. Press extension
706 can also include other pressing surfaces as well.
Press extension 706 is formed by first extension wall 712
and second extension wall 714. Press extension 706 can
also include other extension walls as well. Press exten-
sion 706 corresponds with a central cavity 716 disposed
in central mold 704. In a preferred embodiment, central
cavity 716 is disposed on second side 781 of central mold
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704. Central cavity 716 includes first central cavity wall
718 and second central cavity wall 720 along with first
central cavity indent 722 and second central cavity indent
724. Molding press 702 may move independently of cen-
tral mold 704.
[0037] On a first side 780 of central mold 704, a molding
base 726 is disposed near central mold 704, forming gap
728. The distance between molding base 726 and central
mold 704 can be varied. In particular, both molding press
702 and molding base 726 can be moved closer to central
mold 704, in some cases molding press 702 and molding
base 726 can be moved to contact central mold 704. In
some embodiments, the items comprising manufacturing
system 700 can be made of a metallic material.
[0038] Central mold 704 includes first injection cavity
730 and second injection cavity 732. Also included in
central mold 704 are first lug cavity 734 and second lug
cavity 736. Preferably, first lug cavity 734 is in fluid com-
munication with first injection cavity 730 through first low-
er orifice 787. This arrangement allows a liquid or viscous
substance to pass between first injection cavity 730 and
first lug cavity 734. Preferably, second lug cavity 736 is
in fluid communication with second injection cavity 732
through second lower orifice 788. This arrangement can
be similar to the arrangement of first injection cavity 730
and first lug cavity 734. And using that arrangement, a
liquid or viscous substance can pass between second
injection cavity 732 and second lug cavity 736 through
second lower orifice 788.
[0039] In the embodiment shown in FIG. 7, only two
injection and lug cavities are shown, however in some
embodiments many more injection and lug cavities may
be included. In particular, first injection cavity 730 and
first lug cavity 734 may be associated with a set of injec-
tion and lug cavities that may extend in the direction per-
pendicular to molding system 700 as seen in FIG. 7.
[0040] Regarding the second side of 190 of central
mold 704, first injection cavity 730 and second injection
cavity 732 are in fluid communication with central cavity
716 through first upper orifice 790 and second upper or-
ifice 791 respectively. Central mold 704 can also include
first molding recess 746 and second molding recess 748.
Central mold 704 may also include first spring 701 and
second spring 703. On the first side 780 of central mold
704, first lug cavity 734 and the second lug cavity 736
are exposed to gap 728 through first lug cavity opening
794 and second lug cavity opening 796. In the embodi-
ment shown in FIG. 7, first lug cavity 734 and second lug
cavity 736 are rectangular, however these cavities can
assume any shape including, but not limited to, typical
shapes found on the outsoles of footwear. In addition,
central mold 704 is equipped with first lining recess 740,
second lining recess 742 and third lining recess 744. In
some embodiments, central mold 704 contains a protru-
sion 752 that fits with indent 750, located in molding press
702.
[0041] Referring to FIG. 8, a preferred embodiment of
a step for making a tread assembly is shown. First, a

matrix lining 802 is placed on molding base 726. This
can be achieved by sliding matrix lining 802 into place
through gap 728, or by first moving molding base 726
away from central mold 704 and then returning molding
base 726 after matrix lining 802 has been added. It may
be preferable to fix matrix lining 802 in place to assure
proper alignment with first lug cavity 734 and second lug
cavity 736. In some embodiments, matrix lining 802 may
be clamped down to molding base 726 or held in place
with an adhesive. Matrix lining 802 may be a synthetic
fiber, or any material that is lightweight and flexible. In a
preferred embodiment, matrix lining 802 is placed on
molding base 726 in a position where matrix lining 802
is aligned with first lining recess 740, second lining recess
742 and third lining recess 744.
[0042] FIG. 9 shows a preferred embodiment of anoth-
er step where, the movement of central mold 704 towards
molding base 726 is accomplished. During this move-
ment, portions of matrix lining 202 fill first lining recess
740, second lining recess 742, and third lining recess
744. In some embodiments, portions of central mold 704
will be in contact with molding base 726 after this move-
ment step. Preferably molding base 726 will be posi-
tioned with respect to central mold 704 in such a way that
matrix lining 802 is exposed to first lug cavity 734 and
second lug cavity 736.
[0043] At this point, a first rubber forming block 902 is
preferably placed in first central cavity indent 722 and a
second rubber forming block 904 is preferably placed in
second central cavity indent 724. First rubber forming
block 902 and second rubber forming block 904 may rest
on first central cavity indent 722 and second central cavity
indent 724 respectively. First rubber forming block 902
and second rubber forming block 904 may be made of
similar material and color. In some embodiments first rub-
ber forming block 902 and second rubber forming block
904 may be made of different materials or colors.
[0044] FIG. 10 shows a preferred embodiment of the
compression of molding press 702 with central mold 704.
This compression, along with a heating process, liquefies
first rubber forming block 902 and second rubber forming
block 904. This liquid is then pressed through first injec-
tion cavity 730 and second injection cavity 732. Some of
the liquid entering first injection cavity 730 eventually en-
ters first lug cavity 734 via first lower orifice 787. Likewise,
some of the liquid entering second injection cavity 732
eventually enters second lug cavity 736 via second lower
orifice 788. Simultaneously, excess liquid may be gath-
ered in first molding recess 746 and second molding re-
cess 748. In embodiments that include first spring 701
and second spring 703, these springs may depress dur-
ing this compression step. In some embodiments first
pressing surface 708 fits within first central cavity indent
722. Also second pressing surface 710 fits within second
central cavity indent 724. In some embodiments, first
central cavity wall 718 is in contact with first extension
wall 712. Also second central cavity wall 720 is in contact
with second extension wall 714.
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[0045] In molding system 700, first lug cavity rim 1002,
which extends around the entire outer periphery of first
lug cavity 734, is in contact with matrix lining 802 under
enough pressure so that no liquefied rubber escapes the
region enclosed by first lug cavity rim 1002. In a similar
manner, second lug cavity rim 1004, which extends
around the entire outer periphery of second lug cavity
736, is in contact with matrix lining 802 under enough
pressure so that no liquefied rubber escapes the region
enclosed by second lug cavity rim 1004.
[0046] Once the rubber material has cooled, central
mold 704 can be separated from molding base 726, yield-
ing tread assembly 1102, seen in FIG. 11. This separation
can be performed by either lowering molding base 726
or by raising central mold 704. What remains is tread
assembly 502, which includes matrix lining 802 adjoined
with first tread element 1104 and second tread element
1106. First tread element base 1110 of first tread element
1104 is no larger than the width of first lug cavity rim 1002
and second tread element base 1112 of second tread
element 1106 is no larger than the width of second lug
cavity rim 1004.
[0047] As some additional rubber material may be at-
tached from rubber material that has solidified in first in-
jection cavity 730 and second injection cavity 732, some
means of removing this excess material may be provided.
It is unlikely, however, that such excess material will in-
terfere with the performance of tread assembly 1102. In
this particular embodiment, first tread element 1104 and
second tread element 1106 are rectangular in shape but
any shape can be made using modified first lug cavity
734 and second lug cavity 736. Such shapes may include
tetrahedrons, cylinders, or rectangles. Irregular shapes
may also be used. Since the composition of first rubber
forming block 902 and second rubber forming block 904
may be modified, the composition of first tread element
1104 and second tread element 1106 can likewise be
modified. This is a useful attribute since some tread as-
semblies may require the use of more durable rubber,
while others may require the use of more flexible material.
[0048] The size of lug cavities is also unrestricted in
this method. Although first lug cavity 734 and second lug
cavity 736 are identical in size and shape, this need not
be true in other embodiments. Some embodiments may
have lug cavities in a variety of shapes and sizes and lug
cavities that are different from one another.
[0049] Tread assembly 1102, as seen in FIG. 11, in-
cludes only two tread elements. In other embodiments,
tread assembly 1102 may comprise a matrix lining with
multiple tread elements. These tread elements could be
simultaneously formed by modification of central mold
704 to include multiple injection cavities and lug cavities.
[0050] FIG. 12 shows a particular embodiment of an
article of footwear 1200 made by using the method of the
present invention. Here, tread assembly 1102 has been
attached to article of footwear 1200 to form tread pattern
1202 of footwear 1200. Tread assembly 1102 includes
first tread element 1104 and second tread element 1106.

In this embodiment, matrix lining 802 has been attached
directly to the bottom of article of footwear 1200. First
tread element 1104 may be different in appearance
and/or composition from second tread element 1106.
Tread pattern 1202 of article of footwear 1200 can be
any design, including various shapes and sizes of tread
elements. As previously discussed, each tread element
in article of footwear 1200 may comprise any color or
material.
[0051] In another embodiment the method allows for
variation of the tread assemblies. This particular embod-
iment allows for a way to adhere multiple layers of tread
elements to the matrix lining. This is done by creating a
first layer of tread elements that adhere to the matrix lining
as described above. Following this, the tread assembly
is placed under another central mold and the previous
steps are repeated to build up new tread elements atop
the old ones. This "stacking" of tread elements allows for
more intricate tread design. This sort of stacking may be
useful if a tread assembly is to be designed so that the
closest portion of a tread element to the matrix lining is
to be more durable than the portion of the tread element
most often in contact with the ground. It also allows for
tread elements to be composed themselves of multicolor-
ed layers.
[0052] FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of another pos-
sible example of a manufacturing system 1300 used to
create a tread assembly. Molding press 1302 is disposed
adjacent to central mold 1304. Molding press 1302 in-
cludes press extension 1303. Press extension 1303 in-
cludes a pressing surface 1399 that extends towards
central mold 1304. Press extension 1303 is formed by
first extension wall 1320 and second extension wall 1322.
Press extension 1303 corresponds with central cavity
1306 disposed in central mold 1304. In a preferred ex-
ample, central cavity 1306 is disposed on second side
1380 of central mold 1304. Central cavity 1306 includes
first central cavity wall 1324 and second central cavity
wall 1326 along with central cavity floor 1328. Molding
press 1302 may move independently of central mold
1304.
[0053] On a first side 1381 of central mold 1304, a
molding base 1308 is disposed near central mold 1304,
forming gap 1310. The distance between molding base
1308 and central mold 1304 can be varied. In particular,
both molding press 1302 and molding base 1308 can be
moved closer to central mold 1304, in some cases mold-
ing press 1302 and molding base 1308 can be moved to
contact central mold 1304. In some examples, the items
comprising manufacturing system 1300 can be made of
a metallic material.
[0054] Central mold 1304 includes first injection cavity
1312 and second injection cavity 1313. Also included in
central mold 1304 are first lug cavity 1314 and second
lug cavity 1315. Preferably, first lug cavity 1314 is in fluid
communication with first injection cavity 1312 by way of
first lower orifice 1387. This arrangement allows a liquid
or viscous substance to pass between first injection cav-
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ity 1312 and first lug cavity 1314. Preferably, second lug
cavity 1315 is in fluid communication with second injec-
tion cavity 1313 by way of second lower orifice 1388. This
arrangement can be similar to the arrangement of first
injection cavity 1312 and first lug cavity 1314. And using
that arrangement, a liquid or viscous substance can pass
between second injection cavity 1313 and second lug
cavity 1315.
[0055] In FIG. 13, only two injection and lug cavities
are shown, however in some examples many more in-
jection and lug cavities may be included. In particular,
first injection cavity 1312 and first lug cavity 1314 may
be associated with a set of injection and lug cavities that
may extend in the direction perpendicular to molding sys-
tem 1300 as seen in FIG. 13.
[0056] Regarding the second side 1380 of central mold
1304, first injection cavity 1312 and second injection cav-
ity 1313 are in fluid communication with central cavity
1306 by way of first upper orifice 1390 and second upper
orifice 1392. Central mold 1304 can also include first
molding recess 1318 and second molding recess 1321.
Central mold may also include first spring 1301 and sec-
ond spring 1303. On the first side 1381 of central mold
1304, first lug cavity 1314 and the second lug cavity 1315
are exposed to gap 1310 by way of first lug cavity opening
1394 and second lug cavity opening 1396. In FIG. 13,
first lug cavities 1314 and second lug cavity 1315 are
rectangular, however these cavities can assume any
shape including, but not limited to, typical shapes found
on the outsoles of footwear. In addition, central mold 1304
is equipped with first lining recess 1316, second lining
recess 1317 and third lining recess 1319.
[0057] FIG. 14 shows an enlarged view of central mold
1304 including first injection cavity 1312 that is in fluid
communication with first lug cavity 1314. Included in first
lug cavity 1314 are first lug cavity wall 1402 and second
lug cavity wall 1404. Also shown in FIG. 14 is first lug
cavity ceiling 1406. The height of first lug cavity wall 1402
and second lug cavity wall 1404 may be changed to vary
the height of desired tread elements for the tread assem-
bly. The width of first lug cavity ceiling 1406 can also be
varied.
[0058] Referring to FIG. 15, a step for making a tread
assembly with multiple layers of tread elements is shown.
First, a matrix lining 1502 is placed on molding base 1308.
This can be achieved by sliding matrix lining 1502 into
place through gap 1310, or by first moving molding base
1308 away from central mold 1304 and then returning
molding base 1308 after matrix lining 1502 has been add-
ed. It may be preferable to fix matrix lining 1502 in place
to assure proper alignment with first lug cavity 1314 and
second lug cavity 1315. In some examples, matrix lining
1502 may be clamped down to molding base 1308 or
held in place with an adhesive. Matrix lining 1502 may
be a synthetic fiber, or any material that is lightweight
and flexible. In a preferred example, matrix lining 1502
is placed on molding base 1308 in a position where matrix
lining 1502 is aligned with first lining recess 1316, second

lining recess 1317 and third lining recess 1319.
[0059] FIG. 16 shows another step, where the move-
ment of central mold 1304 towards molding base 1308
is accomplished. During this movement, portions of ma-
trix lining 1502 fill first lining recess 1316, second lining
recess 1317, and third lining recess 1319. In some ex-
amples, portions of central mold 1304 will be in contact
with molding base 1308 after this compression step. Pref-
erably, molding base 1308 will be positioned with respect
to central mold 1304 in such a way that matrix lining 1502
is exposed to first lug cavity 1314 and second lug cavity
1315.
[0060] At this point, a rubber forming block 1602 is pref-
erably placed in central cavity 1306. Rubber forming
block 1602 may rest on central cavity floor 1328. This
rubber forming block 1602 may be any type of solid ma-
terial that can enter first injection cavity 1312 and second
injection cavity 1313 under the designed heat and pres-
sure exerted by manufacturing system 1300.
[0061] FIG. 17 shows the compression of molding
press 1302 with central mold 1304. This compression,
along with a heating process, liquefies rubber forming
block 1602. This liquid is then pressed through first in-
jection cavity 1312 and second injection cavity 1313.
Some of the liquid entering first injection cavity 1312
eventually enters first lug cavity 1314 via first lower orifice
1387. Likewise, some of the liquid entering second injec-
tion cavity 1313 eventually enters second lug cavity 1315
via second lower orifice 1388. Simultaneously, excess
liquid can be gathered in first molding recess 1318 and
second molding recess 1321. In Examples that include
first spring 1301 and second spring 1303, these springs
may depress during this compression step.
[0062] In molding system 1300, first lug cavity rim
1702, which preferably extends around the entire outer
periphery of first lug cavity 1314, is preferably in contact
with matrix lining 1502 under enough pressure so that
no liquefied rubber escapes the region enclosed by first
lug cavity rim 1702. In a similar manner, second lug cavity
rim 1704, which preferably extends around the entire out-
er periphery of second lug cavity 1315, is preferably in
contact with matrix lining 1502 under enough pressure
so that no liquefied rubber escapes the region enclosed
by second lug cavity rim 1704.
[0063] Once the rubber material has cooled, central
mold 1304 can be separated from molding base 1308,
yielding tread assembly 1802, seen in FIG. 18. This sep-
aration can be performed by either lowering molding base
1308 or raising central mold 1304. What remains is tread
assembly 1802, which includes matrix lining 1502 ad-
joined with first tread element 1804 and second tread
element 1806. First tread element base 1810 of first tread
element 1804 is no larger than the width of first lug cavity
rim 170, and second tread element base 1812 of second
tread element 1806 is no larger than the width of second
lug cavity rim 1704.
[0064] As some additional rubber material may be at-
tached from rubber material that has solidified in first in-
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jection cavity 1312 and second injection cavity 1313,
some means of removing this excess material may be
provided. It is unlikely, however, that such excess mate-
rial will interfere with the performance of tread assembly
1802. In this particular example, first tread element 1804
and second tread element 1806 are rectangular in shape
but any shape can be made using modified first lug cavity
1314 and 1315. Such shapes may include tetrahedrons,
cylinders, or rectangles. Irregular shapes may also be
used. Since the composition of rubber forming block 1602
may be modified, the composition of first tread element
1804 and second tread element 1806 can likewise be
modified. This is a useful attribute since some tread as-
semblies may require the use of more durable rubber,
while others may require the use of more flexible material.
[0065] The size of lug cavities is also unrestricted in
this method. Although first lug cavity 1314 and second
lug cavity 1315 are identical in size and shape, this need
not be true in other examples. Some examples may have
lug cavities in a variety of shapes and sizes and lug cav-
ities that are different from on another.
[0066] FIG. 19 is illustrative of another step in the cre-
ation of a tread assembly. In this step, central mold 1304
is replaced with modified central mold 1902. This modi-
fied central mold may be similar to central mold 1304 in
most respects. Preferably, modified central mold 1902
includes first injection cavity 1912 and second injection
cavity 1913. Also included in modified central mold 1902
are first modified lug cavity 1914 and second modified
lug cavity 1915. Preferably, first modified lug cavity 1914
is in fluid communication with first injection cavity 1912
via first lower orifice 1930. This arrangement allows a
liquid or viscous substance to pass between first injection
cavity 1912 and first modified lug cavity 1914. Preferably,
second modified lug cavity 1915 is in fluid communication
with second injection cavity 1913 via second lower orifice
1932. This arrangement can be similar to the arrange-
ment of first injection cavity 1912 and first modified lug
cavity 1914. And using that arrangement, a liquid or vis-
cous substance can pass between second injection cav-
ity 1913 and second modified lug cavity 1915 through
second lower orifice 1932.
[0067] Preferably, first modified lug cavity 1914 and
second modified lug cavity 1915 are larger than the lug
cavities of central mold 1304. In particular, first lug cavity
wall 1904, second lug cavity wall 1906, third lug cavity
wall 1910, and fourth lug cavity wall 1908 are all taller
than the lug cavity walls of central mold 1304. In this way,
first modified lug cavity 1914 and second modified lug
cavity 1915 are taller than first lug cavity 1314 and second
lug cavity 1315.
[0068] In FIG. 19, only two injection cavities are shown,
however in some examples many more injection and lug
cavities may be included. In particular, first injection cav-
ity 1912 and first modified lug cavity 1914 may be asso-
ciated with a set of injection and lug cavities that may
extend in the direction perpendicular to modified central
mold 1902 as seen in FIG. 19.

[0069] Regarding the second side 1990 of modified
central mold 1902, first injection cavity 1912 and second
injection cavity 1913 are in fluid communication with cen-
tral cavity 1306 via first upper orifice 1936 and second
upper orifice 1938 respectively. Modified central mold
1902 can also include first molding recess 1940 and sec-
ond molding recess 1942. On the first side 1991 of mod-
ified central mold 1902, first lug cavity 1914 and the sec-
ond lug cavity 1915 are exposed to gap 1310 via first lug
opening 1997 and second lug opening 1998. In FIG. 19,
first modified lug cavity 1914 and second modified lug
cavity 1915 are rectangular, however these cavities can
assume any shape including, but not limited to, typical
shapes found on the outsoles of articles of footwear. In
addition, modified central mold 1902 is equipped with
first lining recess 1950, second lining recess 1952 and
third lining recess 1954.
[0070] With modified central mold 1902 in place, tread
assembly 1802 is placed on molding base 1308. This
can be achieved by sliding tread assembly 1802 into
place through gap 1310, or by first moving molding base
1308 away from central modified central mold 1902 and
then returning molding base 1308 after tread assembly
1802 has been added. It may be preferable to fix tread
assembly 1502 in place to assure proper alignment with
first modified lug cavity 1914 and second modified lug
cavity 1915. In some examples, tread assembly 1802
may be clamped down to molding base 1308 or held
down with an adhesive. In a preferred example, tread
assembly 1802 is placed on molding base 1308 in a po-
sition where tread assembly 1802 is aligned with first
lining recess 1950, second lining recess 1952, and third
lining recess 1954.
[0071] FIG. 20 shows another step, where the move-
ment of modified central mold 1902 towards molding
base 1308 is accomplished. During this step, portions of
matrix lining 1502 fill first lining recess 2016, second lining
recess 2017, and third lining recess 2019. Additionally,
first tread element 1804 and second tread element 1806
fit just within first modified lug cavity 1914 and second
modified lug cavity 1915 respectively. However, some
room is left between first tread element 1804 and first lug
ceiling 2020. Room is also left between second tread
element 1806 and second lug ceiling 2022.
[0072] These spaces make up first excess cavity 2004
and second excess cavity 2006. First excess cavity 2004
and second excess cavity 2006 are the portions of first
modified lug cavity 1914 and second modified lug cavity
1915, respectively, in which new tread forming material
will be added to form a second layer to first tread element
1804 and second tread element 1806. Preferably, first
tread element 1804 fits within first modified lug cavity in
such a way that no tread forming material leaves first
excess cavity 2004 during the molding process. Likewise,
it is preferable that second tread forming element 1806
fits within second modified lug cavity 1915 in such a way
that no tread forming material leaves the second excess
cavity 2006 during the molding process.
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[0073] Once molding base 1308 and modified central
mold 1902 are in contact, second rubber forming block
2008 is added to molding system 1300. Second rubber
forming block 2008 may be placed on modified central
cavity floor 2010.
[0074] FIG. 21 shows the compression of modified
central mold 1902 with molding press 1302. This com-
pression, along with a heating process, liquefies second
rubber forming block 2008. This liquid is then pressed
through modified first injection cavity 2102 and modified
second injection cavity 2104. Some of the liquid entering
first injection cavity 1912 eventually enters first modified
lug cavity 1914 via first lower orifice 1930. Likewise, some
of the liquid entering second injection cavity 1913 even-
tually enters second modified lug cavity 1915 via second
lower orifice 1932. Simultaneously excess liquid is gath-
ered in modified first molding recess 2110 and modified
second molding recess 2112.
[0075] Once the rubber material has cooled, modified
central mold 1902 can be separated from molding base
1308, yielding modified tread assembly 2202, seen in
FIG. 22. This separation can be performed by either low-
ering molding base 1308 or raising modified central mold
1902. What remains is tread assembly 1802, which in-
cludes matrix lining 1502 joined with first tread element
1804 combined with first tread element cap 2204. Also
second tread element 1806 has been combined with sec-
ond tread element cap 2206.
[0076] It should be kept in mind that FIG. 21 is sche-
matic diagram. Generally, when liquid from second rub-
ber forming block 2008 enters first modified lug cavity
1914 and second modified lug cavity 1915, the entering
liquid mixes with first tread element 1804 and second
tread element 1806. This is because first tread element
1804 and second tread element 1806 have generally not
cured when the liquid enters. The very precise layering
structure shown in FIG. 21 may not occur, and the en-
tering liquid usually mixes with the rubber of first tread
element 1804 and second tread element 1806 resulting
in a mixed appearance. It is possible to provide a stacked
structure, as shown in FIG. 21, if the rubber or material
used to form first tread element 1804 and second tread
element 1806 can be cured and provide suitable bond to
the incoming, uncured liquid.
[0077] In some examples, the liquid from second liquid
forming block 2008 is intentionally introduced before first
tread element 1804 and second tread element 1806 are
fully cured. This can be done to promote bonding be-
tween the entering liquid and the pre-formed tread ele-
ments. This can also be done to provide a tread element
with a mixed appearance. In some cases, the mixed tread
element may have a swirl or tie dye appearance.
[0078] As some additional rubber material may be at-
tached from rubber material that has solidified in first in-
jection cavity 1912 and second injection cavity 1913,
some means of removing this excess material may be
provided. It is unlikely, however, that such excess mate-
rial will interfere with the performance of modified tread

assembly 2202. In this example, first tread element cap
2204 and second tread element cap 2206 are rectangular
in shape but any shape can be made using modified first
lug cavity 2106 and modified second lug cavity 2108.
Such shapes may include tetrahedrons, cylinders, or rec-
tangles. Irregular shapes may also be used.
[0079] Since the composition of second rubber forming
block 2008 may be modified, the composition of first tread
element cap 2204 and second tread element cap 2206
can likewise be modified. This is a useful attribute since
some tread assemblies may require the use of more du-
rable rubber at their ends, while other tread assemblies
may require greater friction at their ends. Examples of
the process described above can assist in creating these
different kinds of tread assemblies.
[0080] If second rubber forming block 2008 has a sim-
ilar material composition as first rubber forming block
1602, it may be difficult to keep the rubber blocks from
mixing as the rubber blocks are cured. In particular, if two
separate colors are used for first rubber forming block
1602 and second rubber forming block 2006, there may
be a mixing of the two colors throughout the newly formed
tread element which comprises two layers. In order to
provide distinct layers within each tread element, such
as distinct colors, it may be preferable to use two different
materials, as long as both materials can flow and cure.
[0081] Although FIG. 22 illustrates two layers for tread
elements, there could be more than two layers. In fact,
there could be any desired number of layers. This con-
cept can be expressed mathematically, and in some em-
bodiments, there could be up to n layers, where n is any
arbitrary number. FIG. 23 shows schematically an exam-
ple in which there are n layers of the tread elements,
where n is arbitrary.
[0082] FIG. 23 shows first tread element layer 2302, a
second tread element layer 2304, and an nth tread ele-
ment layer 2306. Also shown in FIG. 23 are the corre-
sponding lug cavities that are used to build the tread el-
ement up to the specified layer. Shown in FIG. 23 are a
first lug cavity 2308, a second lug cavity 2310, up to an
nth lug cavity 2312. Also shown are first injection cavity
2320, second injection cavity 2322 and nth injection cav-
ity 2324 that correspond to their respective lug cavities.
It can be observed in FIG. 23 that with each successive
lug cavity, the heights of the lug cavities are progressively
taller. This allows the successive layers of the tread el-
ements to be added to previous stacks of tread elements.
[0083] The preferred order of assembly or manufac-
ture can also be observed in FIG. 23. First tread element
layer 2302 has been made by using first lug cavity 2308.
Following the creation of first tread element layer 2302,
second tread element layer 2304 can be created by using
second lug cavity 2310. Since second lug cavity 2310 is
slightly larger, leaving a gap inside second lug cavity
2310, second tread element layer 2304 can be created
on top of first tread element layer 2302. These steps can
be repeated as many times as required to yield a tread
element with n layers. Although only lug cavities and in-
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jection cavities are shown here, these would be integrat-
ed into central molds as shown in the previous examples.
[0084] FIG. 24 shows a particular example of an article
of footwear 2400. Here, modified tread assembly 2202
has been attached to article of footwear 2400 to form
tread pattern 2402 of article of footwear 2400. Tread el-
ements are double layered in this example. First tread
element 1804 and first tread element cap 2204 are seen
adjacent to second tread element 1806 and second tread
element cap 2206. Matrix lining 1502 of modified tread
assembly 2202 is fixed directly to article of footwear 2400.
Tread elements and tread element caps may be formed
into any size or shape, and may be comprised of any
color or material.
[0085] FIG. 25 is a schematic diagram of a possible
example of a manufacturing system 2500 used to create
a tread assembly. In this example, rubber blocks that
form the starting material in other examples are replaced
with liquefied material that is directly injected into a lug
cavity. Manufacturing system 2500 includes upper mold
2502 and molding base 2504. A first side 2506 of upper
mold 2502 is preferably disposed adjacent to a first side
2508 of molding base 2504.
[0086] Upper mold 2502 preferably includes injection
channel 2510. Upper mold 2502 also preferably includes
first injection cavity 2512, second injection cavity 2514,
and third injection cavity 2516. In a preferred example,
first injection cavity 2512 is in fluid communication with
injection channel 2510 via first upper orifice 2518. Like-
wise, second injection cavity 2514 is preferably in fluid
communication with injection channel 2510 via second
upper orifice 2520. Likewise, third injection cavity 2516
is preferably in fluid communication with injection channel
2510 via third upper orifice 2522.
[0087] Upper mold 2502 also preferably includes first
lug cavity 2526, second lug cavity 2528, and third lug
cavity 2530. First lug cavity 2526 is preferably in fluid
communication with first injection cavity 2512 via first low-
er orifice 2532. This arrangement allows a liquid or vis-
cous substance to pass between first injection cavity
2512 and first lug cavity 2526. Second lug cavity 2528 is
preferably in fluid communication with second injection
cavity 2520 via second lower orifice 2534. This arrange-
ment allows a liquid or viscous substance to pass be-
tween second injection cavity 2514 and second lug cavity
2528. Similarly, third lug cavity 2530 is preferably in fluid
communication with third injection cavity 2522 via third
lower orifice 2536. This arrangement allows a liquid or
viscous substance to pass between third injection cavity
2516 and third lug cavity 2530. In addition, first lug cavity
2526, second lug cavity 2528, and third lug cavity 2530
are all preferably exposed to gap 2524 via first lug open-
ing 2538, second lug opening 2540, and third lug opening
2542, respectively.
[0088] Manufacturing system 2500 preferably includes
screw injection machine 2550. Screw injection machine
2550 is preferably capable of pumping or moving lique-
fied material through injection channel 2510. In some ex-

amples, screw injection machine 2550 may include pro-
visions to heat its liquefied contents. To move liquefied
material to the various lug cavities, screw injection ma-
chine 2550 is preferably in fluid communication with in-
jection channel 2510 via intermediate channel 2552.
[0089] The distance between molding base 2504 and
upper mold 2502 may be varied. In some examples,
molding base 2504 may be moved to contact upper mold
2402. However, in other examples, upper mold 2502 may
be moved to contact molding base 2504. In some exam-
ples, the items comprising manufacturing system 2500
may be made of a metallic material.
[0090] In the example shown in FIG. 25, only three
injection and lug cavities are shown, however in some
examples many more injection and lug cavities may be
included. In particular, first injection cavity 2512, second
injection cavity 2514, and third injection cavity 2516 may
be associated with a set of injection and lug cavities that
may extend in the direction perpendicular (in and out of
the plane of the page) to molding system 2500 as seen
in FIG. 25.
[0091] In FIG. 25, first lug cavity 2526, second lug cav-
ity 2528, and third lug cavity 2530 are rectangular, how-
ever these cavities can assume any shape including, but
not limited to, typical shapes found on the outsoles of
articles of footwear.
[0092] Manufacturing system 2500 also preferably in-
cludes provisions to accommodate or receive a matrix
lining 2554. Matrix lining 2554 is preferably placed on
molding base 2504. Matrix lining 2554 may be placed on
molding base 2504 by sliding matrix lining 2554 into
place, through gap 2524, or by first moving molding base
2504 away from upper mold 2502 and then returning
molding base 2504 after matrix lining 2554 has been add-
ed. It may be preferable to fix matrix lining 2554 in place
to assure proper alignment with first lug cavity 2526, sec-
ond lug cavity 2528, and third lug cavity 2530. In some
embodiments, matrix lining 2554 may be clamped down
to molding base 2504 or held down with an adhesive.
[0093] FIG. 26 is another step in the manufacturing
process, where the movement of upper mold 2502 to-
wards molding base 2504 is accomplished. In some ex-
amples, portions of upper mold 2502 will be in contact
with molding base 2504 after this movement step. Pref-
erably, molding base 2504 will be positioned with respect
to upper mold 2502 in such a way that matrix lining 2554
is exposed to first lug cavity 2526, second lug cavity 2528,
and third lug cavity 2530.
[0094] During this step, a viscous material 2602 flows
from screw injection machine 2550, through intermediate
channel 2552, into injection channel 2510. From injection
channel 2510, viscous material 2602 flows into first in-
jection cavity 2512, second injection cavity 2514, and
third injection cavity 2516. Viscous material 2602 then
flows into first lug cavity 2526, second lug cavity 2528,
and third lug cavity 2530. It is also possible to pre-position
viscous material 2602 so that viscous material 2602 is
near or in the injection cavities 2512, 2514 and 2516. To
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prevent the premature curing of viscous material 2602,
upper mold 2502 may include provisions to heat viscous
material 2602.
[0095] In a preferred example of manufacturing system
2500, first lug cavity rim 2604, which preferably extends
around the entire outer periphery of first lug cavity 2526,
is preferably in contact with matrix lining 2554 under
enough pressure so that no viscous material escapes
the region enclosed by first lug cavity rim 2604. In a similar
manner, second lug cavity rim 2606, which preferably
extends around the entire outer periphery of second lug
cavity 2528, is preferably in contact with matrix lining
2554 under enough pressure so that no viscous material
escapes the region enclosed by second lug cavity rim
2606. In a similar manner, third lug cavity rim 2608, which
preferably extends around the entire outer periphery of
third lug cavity 2530, is preferably in contact with matrix
lining 2554 under enough pressure so that no viscous
material escapes the region enclosed by third lug cavity
rim 2608.
[0096] Once viscous material 2602 has cooled, upper
mold 2502 can be separated from molding base 2504,
yielding tread assembly 2702, seen in FIG. 27. This sep-
aration can be performed by either lowering molding base
2504 or by raising upper mold 2502. What remains is
tread assembly 2702, which includes matrix lining 2554
adjoined with first tread element 2704, second tread el-
ement 2706, and third tread element 2708. First tread
element 2704 preferably includes a base 2710 that is
preferably no larger than the width of first lug cavity rim
2604. Second tread element base 2712 of second tread
element 2706 is preferably no larger than the width of
second lug cavity rim 2606, and third tread element base
2714 of third tread element 2708 is preferably no larger
than the width of third lug cavity rim 2608.
[0097] As some additional rubber material may be at-
tached from viscous material that has solidified in first
injection cavity 2512, second injection cavity 2514, and
third injection cavity 2616, some means of removing this
excess material may be provided. It is unlikely however
that such excess material will interfere with the perform-
ance of tread assembly 2702. In this particular example,
first tread element 2704, second tread element 2706, and
third tread element 2708 are rectangular in shape but
any shape can be made using first lug cavity 2526, sec-
ond lug cavity 2528, and third lug cavity 2530. Such
shapes may include tetrahedrons, cylinders, or rectan-
gles. Irregular shapes may also be used.
[0098] The size of lug cavities is also unrestricted in
this method. Although first lug cavity 2526, second lug
cavity 2528, and third lug cavity 2530 are identical in size
and shape, this need not be true in other examples. Some
examples may have lug cavities in a variety of shapes
and sizes and lug cavities that are different from one an-
other.
[0099] Tread assembly 2702, as seen in FIG. 27, in-
cludes only three tread elements. In other examples,
tread assembly 2702 may comprise a matrix lining with

multiple tread elements. These tread elements could be
simultaneously formed and joined to a matrix lining by
modification of upper mold 2502 to include multiple in-
jection cavities and lug cavities. Tread assembly 2702
may be subsequently attached to the outsole of an article
of footwear in a substantially similar manner as has been
shown in previous embodiments.
[0100] Using this manufacturing process 2500, precise
amounts of viscous material 2602 can be dispensed and
waste of viscous material 2602 can be dramatically re-
duced. This manufacturing process 2500 also can in-
crease the speed of production by eliminating the step
of placing a rubber forming block.
[0101] While the invention has been described, the de-
scription is intended to be exemplary, rather than limiting
and it will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art
that many more embodiments and implementations are
possible that are within the scope of the invention. Ac-
cordingly, the invention is not to be restricted except in
light of the attached claims and their equivalents. Also,
various modifications and changes may be made within
the scope of the attached claims.

Claims

1. A method of making a tread element for an article of
footwear, comprising the steps of:

placing a matrix lining (802) between a molding
base (726) and a first side (780) of a central mold
(704), the central mold (704) having a first lug
cavity (734) and a second lug cavity (736) open
to the first side (780) of the central mold (704)
via a first lug cavity opening (794) and a second
lug cavity opening (796), and including a first lug
cavity rim (1002) extending around the entire
outer periphery of the first lug cavity (734) and
a second lug cavity rim (1004) extending around
the entire outer periphery of the second lug cav-
ity (736);
placing a first rubber block (902) and a second
rubber block (904) between a molding press
(702) and a second side of the central mold
(704);
compressing the first rubber block (902) and the
second rubber block (904) between the molding
press (702) and the second side of the central
mold (704), so that the first rubber block (902)
and the second rubber block (904) liquefy;
wherein first material associated with the first
rubber block (902) flows through a first injection
cavity (730) disposed in the central mold (704),
the first injection cavity (730) being in fluid com-
munication with a first lug cavity (734);
and wherein second material associated with
the second rubber block (904) flows through a
second injection cavity (732) disposed in the
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central mold (704), the second injection cavity
(732) being in fluid communication with a second
lug cavity (736); and
wherein the first lug cavity (734) and the second
lug cavity (736) are disposed proximate the ma-
trix lining (802); and
wherein the first material and the second mate-
rial are prevented from escaping the region en-
closed by the first lug cavity rim (1002) and the
second lug cavity rim (1004) by pressing the first
lug cavity rim (1002) and the second lug cavity
rim (1004) in contact with the matrix lining (802).

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the first
material is different than the second material, in par-
ticular has a different color than the second material.

3. The method according to one of claims 1 or 2, where-
in the first material and the second material are com-
pressed simultaneously by the same molding press
(702).

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein the first material and the second material
eventually form first and second tread elements
(1104, 1106), respectively, after the matrix lining
(802) is separated from the central mold (704).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Profilelements für
einen Fußbekleidungsartikel, welches die folgenden
Schritte umfasst:

Platzieren eines Matrixfutters (802) zwischen ei-
ner Formbasis (726) und einer ersten Seite
(780) einer zentralen Form (704), wobei die zen-
trale Form (704) einen ersten Vorsprungshohl-
raum (734) und einen zweiten Vorsprungshohl-
raum (736) umfasst, die zur ersten Seite (780)
der zentralen Form (704) hin über eine erste
Vorsprungshohlraumöffnung (794) und eine
zweite Vorsprungshohlraumöffnung (796) offen
sind, und einen ersten Vorsprungshohlraum-
rand (1002) umfasst, der sich um den gesamten
Außenumfang des ersten Vorsprungshohl-
raums (734) erstreckt, und einen zweiten Vor-
sprungshohlraumrand (1004) umfasst, der sich
um den gesamten Außenumfang des zweiten
Vorsprungshohlraums (736) erstreckt;
Platzieren eines ersten Gummiblocks (902) und
eines zweiten Gummiblocks (904) zwischen ei-
ner Formpresse (702) und einer zweiten Seite
der zentralen Form (704);
Zusammenpressen des ersten Gummiblocks
(902) und des zweiten Gummiblocks (904) zwi-
schen der Formpresse (702) und der zweiten

Seite der zentralen Form (704), so dass sich der
erste Gummiblock (902) und der zweite Gum-
miblock (904) verflüssigen;
wobei zum ersten Gummiblock (902) gehöriges,
erstes Material durch einen in der zentralen
Form (704) angeordneten ersten Einspritzhohl-
raum (730) fließt, wobei der erste Einspritzhohl-
raum (730) in Fluidverbindung mit einem ersten
Vorsprungshohlraum (734) steht;
und wobei zum zweiten Gummiblock (904) ge-
höriges zweites Material durch einen in der zen-
tralen Form (704) angeordneten zweiten Ein-
spritzhohlraum (732) fließt, wobei der zweite
Einspritzhohlraum (732) in Fluidverbindung mit
einem zweiten Vorsprungshohlraum (736)
steht; und
wobei der erste Vorsprungshohlraum (734) und
der zweite Vorsprungshohlraum (736) in der Nä-
he des Matrixfutters (802) platziert sind; und
wobei verhindert wird, dass das erste Material
und das zweite Material aus dem von dem ers-
ten Vorsprungshohlraumrand (1002) und dem
zweiten Vorsprungshohlraumrand (1004) be-
grenzten Bereich entweichen, indem der erste
Vorsprungshohlraumrand (1002) und der zwei-
te Vorsprungshohlraumrand (1004) in Berüh-
rung mit dem Matrixfutter (802) gepresst wer-
den.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das erste Mate-
rial von dem zweiten Material verschieden ist, und
insbesondere eine andere Farbe hat als das zweite
Material.

3. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 oder 2, wo-
bei das erste Material und das zweite Material gleich-
zeitig von derselben Formpresse (702) zusammen-
gepresst werden.

4. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei
das erste Material und das zweite Material
schließlich erste beziehungsweise zweite Profilele-
mente (1104, 1106) bilden, nachdem das Matrixfut-
ter (802) von der zentralen Form (704) getrennt wur-
de.

Revendications

1. Une méthode pour fabriquer un profil de semelle
pour un article chaussant, comprenant les étapes
suivantes :

placer un revêtement de matrice (802) entre une
base de moulage (726) et une première face
(780) d’un moule centrale (704), le moule cen-
trale (704) ayant une première cavité de saillie
(734) et une deuxième cavité de saillie (736)
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ouverte envers la première face (780) du moule
centrale (704) via une première ouverture de la
cavité de saillie (794) et une deuxième ouverture
de la cavité de saillie (796) et comprenant un
premier bord de cavité de saillie (1002) s’éten-
dant autour de l’entière périphérie externe de la
première ouverture de la cavité de saillie (794)
et un deuxième bord de cavité de saillie (1004)
s’étendant autour de l’entière périphérie externe
de la deuxième ouverture de la cavité de saillie
(736) ;
placer un premier bloc de caoutchouc (902) et
un deuxième bloc de caoutchouc (904) entre
une presse de moulage (702) et une deuxième
face du moule centrale (704) ;
comprimer le premier bloc de caoutchouc (902)
et le deuxième bloc de caoutchouc (904) entre
la presse de moulage (702) et la deuxième face
du moule centrale (704) de sorte que le premier
bloc de caoutchouc (902) et le deuxième bloc
de caoutchouc (904) liquéfient ;
où un premier matériel associé au premier bloc
de caoutchouc (902) s’écoule à travers une pre-
mière cavité d’injection (732) localisée dans le
moule centrale (704), la première cavité d’injec-
tion (730) étant en communication fluide avec
une première cavité de saillie (734) ;
et où un deuxième matériel associé au deuxiè-
me bloc de caoutchouc (904) s’écoule à travers
une deuxième cavité d’injection (730) arrangée
dans le moule centrale (704), la deuxième cavité
d’injection (732) étant en communication fluide
avec une deuxième cavité de saillie (736) ; et
où la première cavité de saillie (734) et la deuxiè-
me cavité de saillie (736) sont arrangées proche
du revêtement de matrice (802) ; et
où le premier matériel et le deuxième matériel
sont empêchés de s’échapper de la région en-
tourée par le premier bord de cavité de saillie
(1002) et le deuxième bord de cavité de saillie
(1004) en pressant le premier bord de cavité de
saillie (1002) et le deuxième bord de cavité de
saillie (1004) en contact avec le revêtement de
matrice (802) .

2. La méthode selon la revendication 1, où le premier
matériel est différent du deuxième matériel et a, en
particulier, une autre couleur que le deuxième ma-
tériel.

3. La méthode selon une des revendications 1 ou 2, où
le premier matériel et le deuxième matériel sont com-
primés simultanément par la même presse de mou-
lage (702).

4. La méthode selon une des revendications 1 à 3, où
le premier matériel et le deuxième matériel forment
finalement des premiers et des deuxièmes profils de

semelle (1104, 1106) respectivement, après la sé-
paration du revêtement de matrice (802) du moule
centrale (704).
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